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INTRODUCTION
Retail investors’ interest in sustainable investing strategies is growing. As of 2020, the retail
share of the $17.1 trillion in assets invested in sustainable strategies in the U.S. was $4.6 trillion,
up 50% since 2018. Sustainable investing is no longer incidental to individual investors and the
financial advisors who guide them.i
Sustainable investing encompasses a range of approaches that recognize the
interconnectedness between environmental health, social equity, and long-term economic
performance. These investments are made with the intention to protect and enhance longterm value by addressing environmental, social and or governance (ESG) risks or solving
environmental and social challenges.
Many asset managers and global financial institutions have embraced sustainable investing and
are expanding their related services. You—financial advisors (FAs)—can do the same (see Box 1).

Box 1. Sustainable investing: What Envestnet’s partners are saying
“Sustainable investing is about investing in progress, and recognizing that companies solving the
world’s biggest challenges can be best positioned to grow. It is about pioneering better ways of
doing business, and creating the momentum to encourage more and more people to opt in to the
future we’re working to create. Through the combination of traditional investment approaches with
environmental, social and governance (ESG) insights, investors ranging from global institutions to
individuals are taking a sustainable approach to pursuing their investment goals.” (BlackRock)

“Traditional investing delivers value by translating investor capital into investment opportunities that
carry risks commensurate with expected returns. Sustainable investing balances traditional investing
with environmental, social, and governance-related (ESG) insights to improve long-term outcomes. In
many ways, sustainable investing can be seen as part of the evolution of investing. There is a growing
recognition among industry participants that some ESG factors are economic factors, especially in the
long term, and it is, therefore, important to incorporate material ESG factors…. Sustainable investing is
additive to asset management theory and does not mean a rejection of foundational concepts.”
(CFA Institute)
“It’s not about not maximizing shareholder value; it’s more of a course correction, reminding investors
and companies that long-term success depends on more than a single-minded focus on shareholders.
ESG data provides information investors need to understand how to evaluate companies on this basis,
while ESG engagement helps companies understand how to improve. As the number of sustainable
investors increases, more companies will shift their focus, which should not only benefit these firms
over the long haul but also help create broad systemic benefits to workers, communities, and the
environment.” (Morningstar)
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This guide provides practical recommendations for how to apply sustainable investing with your
clients. It helps you:
1. Prepare for conversations with clients about sustainable investing by learning
about the sustainable investing products that are available to them;
2. Discover client sustainability goals through structured conversations;
3. Review strategies that reflect risk tolerance, financial goals, and sustainable
investing goals;
4. Build a portfolio aligned with clients’ sustainable investing preferences and goals;
and
5. Interpret sustainable investing progress and impact over time through adequate
monitoring and reporting.
Envestnet offers a solution that advisors can use with each step in the process. These include:
1.

Prepare: Envestnet Website; Envestnet Advisor Portal – Research Center

2. Discover: A 4-Step Process For Discussing Sustainable investing With Clients
3. Review: “Current Portfolio Analysis” capability within Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment
View (SIV)
4. Build: “Portfolio Builder” capability within Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View (SIV);
Values Alignment, ESG Integration, and Impact Themes
5. Interpret: Sustainability reporting available through Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View
(SIV)
These recommendations reflect input gathered from FAs and other industry influencers during
a series of in-depth interviews. They address the challenges and reflect the successes of your
peers with decades of experience integrating sustainable investing into their practices.
This guide is one in a series of guides that
a. define what it sustainable investing is,
b. summarize why FAs should care about it, and
c. outline how to apply it with clients.
The other guides in the series are:

What is Sustainable investing?, which disentangles
the complicated web of vocabulary used to describe
sustainable investing and clarifies the fundamental
concepts buried underneath the terminology.
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Why Should Financial Advisors Care about Sustainable
Investing?, which debunks pervasive industry myths about
sustainable investing that might be preventing FAs from
integrating it into their practices.

Supporting appendices accompany the guide, including:
Appendix

Appendix

A

B

Examples of Discussing
Sustainable Investing
with Clients

Examples of
Sustainability Reporting
Information in SIV

The materials included in this report represent an adaption of the Fundamentals of Sustainable Investment: A guide for
financial advisors, © 2022 The Investment Integration Project (TIIP). All rights reserved. The materials in this report may
not be reproduced and distributed without advance permission. The original guide was published in partnership with
Money Management Institute (MMI).

HOW MIGHT YOU DISCUSS SUSTAINABLE INVESTING WITH YOUR CLIENTS?
When should you raise sustainable investing with clients? How should you raise it or respond when
clients raise it with you? What exactly should you say? How should you conduct the conversation?
How do you translate the discussion into action? How do you talk with clients about the nonfinancial impacts of their investments?
Here we answer these and related questions and provide you with practical guidance for how to
integrate discussions with clients about sustainable investing into your existing processes and
with your existing procedures (see Figure 1). We aim to empower you to better help your clients
who are interested in sustainable investing to pursue related approaches, without alienating
those who are not interested in integrating sustainable investing into their financial plans or
investment strategies. The recommendations primarily reflect input gathered from FAs and
other industry influencers during interviews conducted for this project.
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Figure 1. Steps for applying sustainable investing with clients

1. PREPARE
Know the sustainable investing options that are
available to your clients. Understand asset managers'
sustainable investing (a) philosophy; (b) process; (c)
people; (d) products; and (e) how they report on ESG
or impact outcomes. Know whether you can provide
customized opportunities to certain clients.

5. INTERPRET

2. DISCOVER

Obtain ESG or impact data and analysis
from managers. Understand ESG
and impact data, the providers and
inconsistencies, and assess adherence to
best practices. Report information to clients
and use it to interpret strategy alignment
with, and progress toward, achieving their
goals.

Discuss sustainable investing goals with
clients. When to do it: during a point of
change/life event, at client events. What to
say: reference recent publications or current
events, reflect on a client's behavior (e.g.,
drives electric car). How to collect info: use
an assessment questionnaire or checklist.

4. BUILD
Construct a risk- appropriate
portfolio aligned with clients'
sustainable investing preferences
and sutainable investing goals.

3. REVIEW
Evaluate alignment between sustainable
investing goals, financial performance
expectations, and risk appetites. Consider
other important contextual factors as
you normally would (insurance issues, tax
considerations, capital gains and losses, estate
plans). Manage client expectations about
how and how much they can reflect their
preferences in their investments.

Envestnet has resources focused on each of these steps available to FAs, including:
1.

Prepare: Envestnet Website; Envestnet Advisor Portal – Research Center

2. Discover: A 4-Step Process For Discussing Sustainable investing With Clients
3. Review: “Current Portfolio Analysis” capability within Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment
View (SIV)
4. Build: “Portfolio Builder” capability within Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View (SIV);
Values Alignment, ESG Integration, and Impact Themes
5. Interpret: Sustainability reporting available through Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View
(SIV)
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1. Prepare
Objective: Know the sustainable investing options that are available to you and your clients,
what to expect from reporting and how Envestnet can support you with our advisor support
and education materials.
Envestnet solution: Envestnet website; Envestnet Advisor Portal – Research Center

The first step in discussing sustainable investing with your clients is not actually discussing it
with them at all. It is preparing for the conversation so that you can explain the sustainable
investing options available to them, make appropriate recommendations, and answer their
questions. In other words, do not start a conversation with a client about sustainable investing if
you do not know how you might be able to support them in pursuing related strategies.
Envestnet offers you access to sustainable investing products that address a variety of
investment objectives and sustainable investing goals. Envestnet also features identifiers, or
filters, in the Research Center within the Envestnet Advisor Portal that simplify the search for
sustainable investing products. While you may do further research after initial conversations
with clients, it will be helpful if you can describe one or two products to your clients by way of
example.

Specifically, you should understand:
Why asset managers construct portfolios in the way that
they do (philosophy), so that you understand which products and
portfolios focus on which sustainable investing strategies and issues
for which clients;

How your firm evaluates prospective products and portfolios
(process), so that you understand the due diligence process
and product standards (e.g., how a strategy evaluates individual
companies) and can convey this information to clients. Envestnet
licenses Morningstar’s Sustainable Portfolio Attributes framework
to identify investment strategies that pursue sustainable investment
approaches. In the Research Center, you can filter within the
“Search Filter” drop-down on “ESG”, “Impact Themes” or “Employs
Exclusions” filters to hone in on investment products that align
with client needs. If Envestnet | PMC’s Research Team conducts
qualitative research on any ESG strategies, there is an additional layer
of evaluation within the traditional due diligence process.
Who selects the products and constructs portfolios (people),
so that you know who within your firm to contact for information and
guidance;
What kind of sustainable investing products and portfolios are
available to your clients (products)— how many products are
available in which asset classes and the issues they target—so that
you can provide clients with examples of how they could pursue their
sustainable investing goals; and
How your firm evaluates product and portfolio impact
outcomes (outcomes), so that you understand what sustainability
reporting and information you can relay to clients and how often.
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Your business model may permit you to offer customized impact investing solutions to some or all of
your accounts in a Separately Managed Account (SMA) or Unified Managed Account (UMA) format.
As with other bespoke investment strategies, it might not be efficient to provide customized solutions
to mainstream affluent clients, but you might provide them to high net worth (HNW), ultra high net
worth (UHNW), and institutional clients.

2. Discover
Objective: Assess client sustainability goals as part of regular discovery processes and
determine whether and how clients want to pursue these goals in their investments
Envestnet solution: A 4-Step Process For Discussing Sustainable investing With Clients

Discussions with your clients about sustainable investing do not need to be separate, stand-alone
conversations. Rather, you can integrate sustainable investing topics into your “regular” discovery
processes (your initial and ongoing processes for assessing client financial health and identifying
their risk tolerance and financial goals). We suggest first assessing client goals and interests in the
course of your usual business with prospects and clients before determining whether and how clients
want to reflect these goals and interests in financial plans and investment strategies.

“We were nudged into [sustainable investing] by client demand over a decade ago. We started as
reluctant disbelievers...We've since become wholehearted advocates and have built our practice
around it. Eighty percent of our new business is in this space the trajectory of new growth for us is in
this space.”
Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP, May through July 2018.

Assess client sustainable investing goals as part of regular discovery processes. You should
assess client sustainability goals (including whether they have any at all) during discovery, when
you also assess client financial goals and risk appetite. This is the first step to determining whether
a client might be interested in pursuing a sustainable investing strategy (one that is focused on risk
or values or both), and to preliminarily match clients with specific sustainable strategies, products,
or portfolios. Even if clients do not ultimately want to integrate sustainable considerations in their
investment strategy, you will have deepened your relationships with them through these discussions
and opened the door for them to integrate sustainable strategies into their investments in the future.
It is important to note that many factors—client sustainable investing goals being just one of them—
influence whether and how they pursue sustainable investing. Characteristics such as client type
(institutional vs. individual) and size (net worth) will help you to determine which sustainable investing
strategies and products might appeal to specific clients.
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Of course, investor characteristics beyond type and size are important drivers of sustainable investing
decision-making (e.g., intensity of sustainability concerns, sophistication regarding investment and
sustainable).
The following includes concrete, practical guidance for conducting sustainable investing
conversations with your clients (summarized in Box 2).

When to discuss sustainable investing goals with clients.
During a point of change or life event. Use a life event (e.g., retirement, marriage, divorce), liquidity
event (e.g., inheritance, property or business sale) or point of change (e.g., new leadership, strategic
plan) as an opportunity to discuss changes to client plans and portfolios. These events—in your or
your clients’ lives—can naturally lead to conversations about assessing and modifying financial plans
and might be when clients are willing to explore new sustainability related opportunities. Because
these events do not occur with any predictability or regularity, however, you might have to wait some
time before you can ask clients about their goals and proceed accordingly.
At client events. You probably host semi-regular (e.g., annual) client appreciation or informational
events (e.g., dinners, cocktail receptions, holiday parties). You might consider using these events to
highlight financial industry trends, including sustainable investing. Or, you might host a separate client
event exclusively focused on sustainable investing trends and opportunities.

“Every year we host a roundtable discussion at Gramercy Tavern, a discussion about the major trends
between managers and clients to help clients to build their understanding around these topics. It is a
good opportunity for us to widen the conversation a bit more, bring more people into the discussion.”
Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP, May through July 2018.

When prospecting or on-boarding new clients. Presenting your firm’s full range of capabilities
(including sustainable investing) helps prospects understand your value proposition and might
further differentiate you from your competition. Following up on any expression of interest during
your on-boarding process will confirm your client’s interest.
As part of financial education efforts for your clients’ children. As part of your service to your
clients, you may engage with their children to offer them the financial knowledge that they will need
to begin to navigate the financial world. You can integrate into these educational efforts discussions
of their interests in sustainable investing, both to advance their understanding of such investment
opportunities as well as to demonstrate your relevance to their interests.
Perhaps not at all. As with any investment strategy, one size does not fit all – and sustainable
investing is not for everyone. The same clues that might lead you to discuss sustainable investing
with one client might dissuade you from doing so with another. Note that this is different than waiting
for your client to raise the issue with you; following this approach will likely mean that your clients
are hearing about the issues that are relevant to them from someone else, perhaps even from your
competition. Look for the clues and follow through with the clients you think will have interest.
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What to say to start discussions with clients about sustainable
investing goals (i.e., effective sequiturs).
Reference recent publications, firm newsletters, conferences, discussions with other clients, etc.,
that emphasized sustainable investing as an investment trend or opportunity. You keep clients
abreast of major issues and trends in finance and investment in your regular course of business.
Introducing clients to sustainable investing is in line with that responsibility. You might, therefore,
discuss the growth in sustainable investing AUM and products over time; reference publications,
or conference presentations or note that other of your clients are integrating sustainable investing
goals. You might say, “It’s an area of growing interest among other clients that I work with, and I want
to see if it’s something that you care about [are interested in].”
Mention things that you have observed about a client’s behavior. Client interests, religious beliefs,
and volunteer and philanthropic activities can provide clues about their potential sustainable
investing goals and interests. A client might, for example, drive an electric car or enjoy eco-tourism,
or volunteer in underserved communities or with animals, be active in their church, or donate money
to organizations focused on poverty, gender equality, or LGBTQ+ issues. Asking clients about these
interests and commitments can lead to parallel conversations about opportunities for investing in
companies that align with their values (and avoiding those that do not) or that embrace positive ESG
behaviors to avoid risk.
Discuss current events. Talk with your clients about current events, including extreme weather
events, gun violence, sexual assault cases, or ongoing public debates about access to healthcare
and the availability of paid family leave. They might be similarly familiar with notorious cybersecurity,
privacy, and product quality scandals (e.g., Equifax, Facebook, Kobe Steel). As with discussions about
client hobbies and interests, discussions with clients about current events can provide a segue into
broader discussions about values and ESG risks.

How to collect information on, and assess information about, client
sustainable investing goals.
Use an assessment checklist or tool. You could ask clients a series of impact-related questions and
note their responses on a formal checklist. Bespoke protocols and checklists can be targeted to client
interest in issues.
Have clients complete an assessment questionnaire or values activity. Asking clients to complete
forms and questionnaires is probably already part of your onboarding and ongoing discovery
processes. Consider integrating related questionnaires and activities into these procedures,
particularly for your clients who are motivated to invest for impact based on their personal values.
Given that clients do not typically enjoy paperwork, ensure that doing so will not excessively
inconvenience them. Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View (SIV) features an optional streamlined
questionnaire to assist in the discovery of client preferences.
You might also ask these clients to complete exercises like the think2perform values identifier, a
free web-based activity through which clients highlight their core values.ii Or ask them to complete
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hypothetical “limited resources” activities to help them isolate the issues that they want to
address through their investments. This might include: (a) having them identify the issues that
they care the most about and then asking them ”If you had $10, how much of that $10 would you
dedicate to each issue?,” or (b) giving them a stack of coins and a “map” of sustainable investing
themes and asking them to allocate the coins relative to how much they care about the issue.
Box 2. The when, what, and how of assessing sustainable investing goals

WHEN to discuss sustainable
investing goals with clients.
• During a point of change or life event
• At client events

HOW to collect information about
and assess information about client
sustainable investing goals.

WHAT to say to start discussions
with clients about sustainable
investing goals
• Reference recent publications,
conferences, discussions with other clients,
etc.
• Mention things that you have observed
about a client’s behavior
• Discuss current events

• Have clients complete an assessment
questionnaire or values activity
• Use an assessment checklist or tool

Determine whether and how clients want to reflect their sustainable investing goals
in their investments. Next, you can explain to clients that there are three approaches that
investors most commonly take to reflect their sustainable investing goals in their investments—
align, integrate, target. During the discussions, you can:
•

Outline the primary objectives of each approach and how they can help to express a
personal value , mitigate risk, or influence positive social and environmental impact;

•

Describe the sustainable investing strategies available to your clients and discuss your initial
assessment of how they fit with your client’s preferences; and

•

Share real-life examples of how similar types of clients with similar goals are expressing
them in their investments – “bring portfolios to life” and relay stories about successful
engagements or discuss how an available fund might align with a client’s values to help them
better understand sustainable investing concepts.

Ultimately, you are trying to determine whether and how the client wants to adopt a sustainable
investing strategy. See Appendix A for examples of discussing and implementing sustainable
investing with clients (a process that can be supported by SIV).
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Box 3. Discussing whether clients want to invest in alignment with their sustainable
investment preferences
•

Explain that there are three types of sustainable investing approaches through which investors
pursue their sustainable investing goals

•

Determine whether and how the client wants to adopt a sustainable investing strategy

•

Share examples, “bring portfolios to life”

Box 4. FA tips for discussing sustainable investing with clients

“It is the same-talking about [sustainable investing] with clients is the same as talking with them
about anything else. It's exactly the same for on boarding a client. Talk about it in the context of
performance or talk about it in the context of values.”

“We're not trying to say to a client that this is the right way to express your sustainable, but
we want to try to help them understand the various ways that they could approach doing so.
Some want to exclude [align], some want to include a bad actor in a good sector to engage
them.”

“We pull out a story, highlight it, and then tie that back to the performance of the strategy.”

“You have to be authentic and honest, even if having your portfolio reflecting your values
means investing to make a lot of money because that's what's important to you-but you
then have to say that you're not there to impose your values on the client, rather you're
there to find out what they value and to help them reflect that in their investments.”

Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP in May through July 2018.
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3. Review
Objective: Demonstrate to client how their portfolio can shift from their current
portfolio to a portfolio inclusive of their sustainable investing preferences to better
align with their goals
Envestnet solution: “Current Portfolio Analysis” capability within Envestnet’s
Sustainable Investment View (SIV)

After assessing client interest in sustainable investing approaches and related goals, you can
develop and build an appropriate plan. The process for doing so is the same as the process
for vetting conventional plans and approaches: understand what the client is looking for and
then solve for it. Anchor these discussions in reality; that is, be realistic with clients about their
ability to pursue their goals and address different themes and issues given product availability,
restrictions on portfolio customization, and their financial goals and risk tolerance.
Manage client expectations about how and how much they can reflect their values
or mission in their investments. It is important to manage client expectations regarding
integration of sustainable investing strategies into their financial plans, given product availability,
balancing sustainable investing goals with financial objectives, individual client ability to impact
major environmental and social phenomena, and considerations regarding how quickly they can
and should move assets given tax and other implications.
Product appropriateness. The universe of sustainable investing solutions is growing, and as
with other investment solutions, you will want to calibrate cost-effective solutions to client
preferences and values. Envestnet offers resources to support your analysis of appropriate
solutions for your clients. Customized solutions may be less appropriate for certain investors,
given account minimums or other considerations. You should therefore be clear with clients
about the universe of products that makes the most sense to them.
“Oftentimes people are getting excited about the ability to do a direct private equity deal in a super
specific issue that they care about – I want to be doing water in Africa… we need to help people
understand that this is an imperfect space… this is not a fully built-out space and you can’t just go in
and do everything bespoke as you desire.”
Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP, May through July 2018.

Portfolio diversification. Explain to clients that you will help them pursue sustainable investing,
but that—as you do for any change to their financial plan and investment strategy—you must
carefully consider portfolio diversification, control for financial risks, and consider their financial
goals alongside their sustainable investing goals.
“Our job is to educate [clients] so that they know [sustainable investing] is available. Part of that
education is about setting expectations about where we can align things to their specific sustainable
objectives and where it might be prudent to take a broader approach, such as liquidity, asset allocation,
and diversification.“
Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP, May through July 2018.
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“If a client with a strong place-based focus on Baltimore (affordable and community housing), for
example, were to manage her portfolio herself, she would try to invest 100% of her portfolio in
affordable housing in Baltimore… we advised her that this isn’t financially prudent… we helped her
to develop a portion of her portfolio dedicated to [affordable housing in Baltimore], then helped her
invest in issues that are linked to this one (low income families in Baltimore and elsewhere).”
“We think about asset allocation at a high level. Within their equity exposure, for example, then we’ll try
to consider their values as much as is possible. First, we try to make sure that a client is on the right
track regarding their financial goals, and then within that we try to figure out how they can express the
values that they want to express.”
“We wouldn’t put a portfolio together that didn’t have specific financial characteristics. No matter the
size of the portfolio, if you identify an ESG issue – such as gender equity – and look for ways to express
that value, you have to express it in the context of an asset allocation conversation and in the process
of developing a well-rounded, diversified, otherwise strong portfolio.”
Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP, May through July 2018.

Ability to “change the world.” Although investors can (and do) have an impact on the
environment, society, and governance issues, “changing the world” often goes too far in
describing the opportunity set for investors interested in making an impact. Encourage
interested clients to pursue investments that reflect their values but be clear about their ability
to solve environmental or social challenges.
“I want them to get excited and I want them to sign up and take the next step. [They might say], I want
to end poverty with my portfolio!’ Ok, that’s not going to happen, but maybe you want to start [with a
small investment] with a focus on housing and social enterprise…”
Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP, May through July 2018.

Strategy execution speed. Especially eager clients might want to quickly and dramatically
transition their entire portfolio to sustainable investing strategies. As with the reallocation of
assets for any other reason, you and your clients must assess the tax and other implications of
portfolio changes. Gradual and incremental change might be the most prudent approach to
integrating sustainable investing strategies without unnecessarily introducing risks or negative
financial consequences.
“You may want to have the Tesla electric car, but we may have to start off with a used hybrid.”
Source: Project interviews conducted by TIIP, May through July 2018.
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4. Build
Objective: Build a risk-tolerance-appropriate portfolio that aligns with their clients'
sustainable investing preferences and sustainable investing goals
Envestnet solution: “Portfolio Builder” capability within Envestnet’s Sustainable
Investment View (SIV); Values Alignment, ESG Integration, and Impact Themes

Build a financial plan and investment strategy that considers risk appetite, financial
goals, and sustainable investing goals. When integrating sustainable investing into the
process, you should consider sustainability goals alongside financial performance expectations
and risk appetites (see Figure 2). You should also consider other important contextual factors
as you normally would (e.g., insurance issues, tax considerations, capital gains and losses, estate
plans).
It might be difficult to find an exact match for your client’s financial and sustainability goals
and risk appetite; you will likely have to consult with the client to determine appropriate
compromises. For instance, a client might want aggressive growth and no risk, which would be
challenging to achieve. Similarly, a client might want to invest only in publicly-traded American
companies that have many women on their boards; although increasingly common in some
European countries (i.e., those that have mandated a minimum of 30% women on boards),
such companies are rare in the U.S. The client might instead target companies with at least one
woman on their board.
Through its “Portfolio Builder” in the Sustainable Investment View (SIV), part of its Next
Generation Proposal (NGP) tool, Envestnet enables you to create a sustainable investing
portfolio through any combination of the following approaches:
Align the portfolio with the client’s values. Values Alignment means minimizing exposure to
individual companies or entire industries whose business practices conflict with an investor’s
personal convictions. Values Overlay, detailed below, allows FAs to do this in NGP.
Integrate ESG in the portfolio. ESG integration factors environmental, social, and governance
information into investment decisions to minimize ESG risk and help enhance risk-adjusted
returns. NGP shows ESG risk in client portfolios and allows FAs to filter for solutions that
integrate ESG factors into their strategy.
Target positive impact across five themes – climate, community, resource conservation,
diversity, and wellness - through the portfolio. Impact investing allocations target strategies that
seek to make a positive, measurable impact alongside a financial return.
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For illustrative purposes only. Not based on actual client data.
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Envestnet sustainable investing solutions. Envestnet provides portfolio services that allow
you to tailor client portfolios to their personal values as well as comprehensive and diversified
portfolio solutions across a range of risk levels and investment minimums. Specifically, you
should pay attention to the following:
Values Overlay uses product involvement and controversies data from third-party ESG ratings
and research providers to screen out securities across 20+ themes. Our overlay service provides
the ability to excludes specific companies, industries, or product or service areas through a riskbased optimization. Available screens include: (1) abortion; (2) adult entertainment; (3) alcohol;
(4) animal testing; (5) cannabis, (6) catholic values; (7) consumer rights; (8) contraceptives; (9)
embryonic, stem cell, fetal tissue; (10) employee rights; (11) environment; (12) firearms; (13) fossil
fuels (14) gambling; (15) human rights; (16) landmines; (17) military weapons; (18) nuclear power;
(19) pork/usury; (20) prison industry; (21) social justice; (22) tobacco, and (23) unsustainable
farming.
PMC Sustainable Foundation Portfolios provide a cost-effective and holistic sustainable
investment approach for investors with smaller accounts. A mix of high conviction ESG focused
managers across 7 risk allocations enable clients with as little as $2,000 to adopt a sustainable
investing strategy.
PMC Sustainable Mutual Fund Portfolios are designed for investors with sustainability
priorities and are constructed using high-conviction ESG-focused managers identified through
Envestnet | PMC's thorough, multi-layered research and due diligence process. PMC regularly
monitors and rebalances the portfolios, empowering advisors to support clients in their pursuit
of sustainable investing. Envestnet PMC provides innovative reporting on environmental and
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social outcomes from managers held in the portfolios through the Quarterly Performance
Commentary.
PMC Sustainable ETF Portfolios are a suite of unique and diversified solutions, underpinned
by thoroughly evaluated sustainable ETFs, designed to provide low-cost and tax-efficient
portfolios for investors with sustainable investing priorities.
PMC Environmental Active Passive Portfolios are comprehensive, disciplined, and
diversified solutions designed for investors with environmental convictions. Seven risk-based
portfolios are constructed using environmentally-focused strategies identified by Envestnet
PMC. PMC regularly monitors and rebalances the portfolios, thereby empowering advisors to
support clients in their pursuit of positive environmental impact alongside financial returns.
The Federated Hermes PMC ESG Portfolios are designed for investors with sustainability
priorities and are constructed using high-conviction ESG-focused managers identified through
Envestnet | PMC's thorough, multi-layered research and due diligence process. PMC regularly
monitors and rebalances the portfolios, empowering advisors to support clients in their pursuit
of sustainable investing. Our partner Federated Hermes is an industry pioneer and leader in ESG
integration and engagement on environmental and social issues.
PMC Sustainable Cost Sensitive Multi-Manager Portfolios are a suite of comprehensive,
disciplined, and diversified solutions designed for investors with sustainable investing priorities.
Sustainable Quantitative Portfolios combine Envestnet’s experience in quantitative
research and portfolio construction with Sustainalytics research on company ESG risk and other
sustainability related characteristics. Portfolios are created as Separately Managed Account
(SMA) or Unified Managed Account (UMA), enabling you to control and customize while
tracking a broad benchmark market index, including U.S. large cap, U.S. small cap, International
ADR, and Emerging Market ADR. Holdings can be aligned with investors’ values and priorities
while minimizing tracking error of the benchmark index and providing for the added value of
tax alpha through deferring capital gains realization, tax-loss harvesting, and bespoke tax
management strategies. Envestnet produces a report for the Quantitative Portfolios that
communicates the environmental and social impact of investment in the portfolios compared to
a benchmark.
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Figure 2. Financial plan considerations: traditional vs. sustainable investing
Traditional financial advising

Financial advising that incorporates
sustainable investing
SUSTAINABLE
INVESTING
GOALS

FINANCIAL
GOALS

bullseye-arrow

heart

RISK
APPETITE

tachometer-fast

FINANCIAL
GOALS

RISK
APPETITE

bullseye-arrow

tachometer-fast

Additional considerations: overall financial health, debts, income, expenses, estate plans, etc.
This figure conveys the existence but not the magnitude of overlap between sustainable investing and financial goals and risk appetite.

Retail investors can also harness the utility of different asset classes to affect change.iii 		
They can use municipal bonds, for example, to support specific public social goods such as
low-income housing, non-profit hospitals, public education, and public infrastructure. Or, smaller
entrepreneurial investors with a high risk-tolerance and strong ESG commitments might use
private equity or venture capital opportunities to encourage fast and revolutionary environmental
and social change. See Table 1 for more examples.
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Table 1. Utility of asset classes for addressing sustainable investing issuesiv
ASSET CLASS

Cash and cash
equivalents

Fixed income

Public equities

Private equity

Real estate and
real assets

POTENTIAL USER

STRATEGIES
•

Operating accounts with Community
Development Finance Institutions
(CDFls)

•

Deposits with CDFls

•

Instruments issued by governments,
including those with well-specified
outcomes

•

Green bonds

•

Direct engagement with funds with
an investment philosophy focused on
integrating material ESG related risks
and opportunities into the investment
process.

•

Direct investments in companies
positively disrupting the status quo

•

Small-scale investments in enterprises
with a strong social or environmental
mission

•

Direct investments in residential,
commercial, and industrial properties

•

Investments in public equities (Real
Estate Investment Trusts or publiclytraded developers)

•

Fixed income (residential and
commercial mortgage-backed
securities)

•

Real assets (timber land, agricultural
land)

Community economic development

Social and environmental public goods
(e.g., low-income housing, public
education, public infrastructure)

Incremental large-scale change across
issues

Fast, disruptive, revolutionary change
across issues

Sustainability in the built environment
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5. Interpret
Objective: Track and convey to clients the social and environmental outcomes of their
sustainable investments alongside financial returns.
Envestnet solution: Sustainability reporting available through Envestnet’s Sustainable
Investment View (SIV)

It is important to provide your clients with a complete understanding of the outcomes of their
sustainable investments. Such “sustainability reporting” has the same basic, overall objectives
of financial reporting: (a) to convey material information about the performance of a client
portfolio and investment strategy, and (b) to help you assess and interpret your clients’
investment strategy alignment with, and progress toward, achieving their sustainable investing
goals.
Factors such as the specific investment strategies employed and whether a client invests in
established funds or uses a customized approach will affect how you might report outcomes to
your clients. Here we provide you with information to help you interpret (monitor and report on)
client sustainable investments of various kinds.

What is my role, as an FA, in monitoring and reporting on
sustainability outcomes?
Asset managers are largely responsible for collecting, analyzing, and reporting on sustainable
investment outcomes that you will provide to clients. If your client uses a highly customized
strategy relying on individual stock selection, however, you may need to investigate access to
ESG and impact data directly through providers such as Sustainalytics, a Morningstar company.
Regardless of whether an asset manager or someone else provides it, you should understand
which information it is important to report to clients and be able to interpret and convey
sustainable investment outcomes to clients in a clear and decision-useful way (as you do with
financial performance data and analysis). If financial performance lags substantially over a
quarter, you should identify the reason for the underperformance and interpret the information
for your client. You should similarly be able to interpret and explain sustainability metrics
relevant to your clients and be able to answer their questions.
Envestnet simplifies this process through Sustainable Investment View (SIV) in NGP. SIV
features informative, detailed, visual, and engaging reporting derived from Sustainalytics data
– all of which is easily accessible and seamlessly integrated in NGP. SIV removes the hassle you
might otherwise face when tasked with monitoring and reporting on your clients’ sustainable
investments.
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What sustainability related information should reports include?
Each sustainable investing approach necessitates a different reporting strategy, one that
reflects the asset classes invested in, investment products used, and the underlying sustainable
investment themes and goals.
The availability of relevant data and analysis is evolving and will be the primary driver regarding
what information your reports will include. Given available data, sustainability reporting might
include:
•

Answers to what, how much, and who, and information about contribution and risk (the “five
dimensions of impact”). Comprehensive reports will help investors to understand what
outcomes they are affecting, how much of an effect they are having, who is experiencing
these outcomes, the investor’s contribution to the change, and the risks of not achieving the
desired impact.v

•

Breakdowns of thematic exposures by asset classes or geography, and by sustainable
investing strategy. Many clients will adopt multiple strategies across different asset classes
and geographies; therefore, reports should note related exposures for clients.

•

The key dimensions of investment outcomes consistent with client reporting preferences.
Data-driven clients might prefer that their sustainability reports mirror traditional financial
fact sheets. Reports for these clients will contain limited narrative and will display ESG or
impact metrics. This could include, for example, the number of proxies that were voted in the
voting season or the specific carbon emissions offset by an investment’s carbon credits.

•

Qualitative information alongside quantitative analysis, as appropriate. Some clients best
understand sustainable investment outcomes when reported via narrative stories or
explanatory anecdotes (qualitatively). This might include things like describing the effects of
a clean water bond on a local community, or telling the story of a woman entrepreneur who
received a small business start-up loan from a bank that the client invested in.

You can integrate sustainable investment outcomes information into existing financial reports or
report the information to clients via standalone reports; you might do so on an annual, quarterly,
or ad-hoc basis. You might include longer-term financial performance metrics (e.g., those
reflecting a full market cycle) alongside ESG or impact information if clients opt for integrated
reports (given most sustainable investors’ focus on the long term). See Appendix B for an
overview of sustainability reporting information in SIV.

Where does sustainable investing outcomes information come
from?
Understanding where ESG and impact data comes from and how asset managers use it
to conduct performance analysis will help you better interpret findings and be effective at
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explaining managers’ impact analysis to clients. Unlike financial performance information, ESG
and impact reporting is not standardized and data and analysis from different sources are
not necessarily comparable. Company- or fund-level impact analysis, for example, might be
available from multiple data providers or ratings agencies, with one scoring an investment or
fund higher than the other.
You should understand the nuances of each data provider and ratings agency enough that
you can explain why scores for an investment or fund might differ. Specifically, you should pay
attention to the following:
•

Whether ESG or impact scores are reported as letter grades, numbers (#), or percentages
(%). ESG or Impact scoring methodologies, terminology, and ranking systems vary across
data providers. Some rating agencies use letter grades, some use numbers and some use
percentages to reflect their ratings.

•

The number of indicators used to generate scores. Some research and analytics agencies use
as many as 120 performance indicators to establish a rating of an investment or fund, while
others use just 20.

•

Data sources. Different agencies rely on different data sources to inform their evaluations;
some rely exclusively on publicly available information, others use questionnaires and
corporate self-disclosure, and still others use a combination of sources to inform their ratings.
Many ratings rely heavily on corporate social responsibility and sustainability reports to inform
their ESG or impact assessments, which can vary substantially from company to company and
are not usually audited.vi

•

Unit of analysis. Rating agencies may differ in what dimensions of performance they are
evaluating. One might, for example, score companies based on the extent to which they
produce environmentally-beneficial products, and another might assess how much the
company tries to mitigate environmental risks in their operations. While both assessments are
of environmental performance, these two scores are based on very different things.vii

Table 1 outlines a sampling of ratings agencies to provide you with examples of the kinds of
data providers and entities that you will encounter. Data providers and analysis and ratings

entities not listed in the table but that provide additional helpful examples also include: RepRisk,
Equileap, S&P Trucost, As You Sow, Refinitiv and FactSet.
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Table 2. Example ESG ratings agenciesviii
SCORE

INDICATORS

DATA

STRATEGIES

The Bloomberg Terminal. Reports ESG data for more than 11,800 companies in over 100 countries, displayed
alongside financial data. Assigns to companies absolute and relative scores and indicates performance over time.
Data dashboards also include Bloomberg’s annual ESG Disclosure Score and third-party sustainability ratings.
Company ESG
ratings: n/a

Over 600
indicators

ESG Disclosure
Score: An
absolute score
between 1 and
100

Self-reported
(directly to
Bloomberg and via
publicly available
documents [annual
reports, websites,
sustainability
reports, etc.]);
checked and
standardized

Company ESG ratings: Assesses, among
other things: carbon emissions, climate
change effect, pollution, waste disposal,
political contributions, discrimination,
diversity, human rights, executive
compensation, shareholders’ rights, and
independent directors
ESG Disclosure Score: Assesses disclosure
of quantitative and policy-related ESG data

Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). Publishes the Environment & Social QualityScore (E&S QualityScore)
– a measure of the quality of E&S data disclosure for ~ 5,200+ publicly-traded companies – and the Governance
QualityScore (G QualityScore) – a measure of the quality of governance practices for 7,300+ publicly-traded and
widely-held companies. ISS also provides a suite of other sustainability data and research services through its
DataDesk platform; includes collecting and providing data on boards and their directors and company executives
and data on specific sectors and issues. Operates ISS Ethix, which provides advice for integrating sustainability
factors into investment decision-making.
E&S
QualityScore and
G QualityScore:
companies are
placed into
deciles (1-10)
that represent a
relative score

E&S
QualityScore:
Over 380
indicators
G QualityScore:
Over 260
indicators

E&S QualityScore
and G QualityScore:
Collected from
company websites,
sustainability
reports, company
policies, etc.;
verified

E&S Quality Score: Assesses depth and
extent of E&S information disclosure
as a proxy measure for companies’
understanding of their E&S risks and
preparedness for addressing them
G QualityScore: Assesses corporate
governance quality across 4 dimensions:
board structure, compensation/
remuneration, shareholder rights, and audit
practices; factors are weighted based
on governance practices and voting and
regional governance standards

Morningstar. The Morningstar Sustainability Rating assesses sustainability performance of ~40,000 mutual funds
and ETFs. Higher sustainability ratings oftentimes (but not always) correlate with high star ratings for risk-adjusted
returns.
Ratings of 1 to 5
globes, indicates
performance
relative to
industry group
ratings

2 (underlying
companies’ ESG
scores and ESG
controversies)

Underlying
companies’ ESG
scores: assessed by
Sustainalytics using
68 indica-tors
ESG controver-sies:
n/a

Fund ratings are calculated first by
assigning ESG scores to underlying
companies’ ESG scores (1 to 100, measure
of ESG preparedness, disclosure, and
performance relative to peers) then
subtracting points for ESG controversies
(incidents that negatively impact the
environment or society)
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MSCI. MSCI generates ESG Ratings for 8,500 companies and 680,000+ fixed income securities worldwide.
These ratings are one part of MSCI’s larger ESG data, research, and analysis services, which also include: company,
industry, and thematic reports; portfolio analytics; data feeds; and indexes.
A relative,
industry-specific
score from AAA
to CCC

230 indicators

Collected from
government and
non-government
organizational
datasets, company
disclosure
documents, and
media sources; data
are verified

Fund ratings are calculated first by
assigning ESG scores to underlying
companies’ ESG scores (1 to 100, measure
of ESG preparedness, disclosure, and
performance relative to peers) then
subtracting points for ESG controversies
(incidents that negatively impact the
environment or society)

Sources: www.bloomberg.com/impact/impact/esg-data/; www.issgovernance.com/; http://www.msci.com/esg-ratings/; www.
sustainalytics.com/our-solutions/#esgintegration/; Davis Polk (2017). ESG Reports and Ratings: What They Are, Why They Matter?,
July 12, 2017; www.Investopedia.com/terms/m/Morningstar-sustainability-ratings.asp/; www.impactbase.org/
Note: Table is for illustrative purposes and does not represent an endorsement of these entities.

CONCLUSION

Sustainable investing encompasses a range of approaches that recognize the
interconnectedness between environmental health, social equity, and long-term economic
performance. These investments are made with the intention to protect and enhance longterm value by addressing environmental, social and or governance (ESG) risks or solving
environmental and social challenges. Sustainable investing is increasingly popular. Major
financial institutions are developing sustainable investing product platforms; leading index
providers offer extensive families of ESG indexes; and asset management firms provide
opportunities and products that range across all asset classes.
You—FAs, who number in the hundreds of thousands in the U.S. alone—have an opportunity to
respond to increasing client demand for access to sustainable investing strategies that enhance
long-term financial performance and promote social or environmental impact. Doing so can help
you to retain existing clients and grow your book of business.
This guide aims to help you to seize this opportunity and to join the sustainable investing
discussion. Specifically, it helps you understand how to incorporate consideration for your
clients’ sustainable investing goals into your pre-existing processes; how you identify and
address specific clients’ sustainable investing wants and needs.
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Envestnet has gone so far as to have a solution for their advisors to use around each step in the
process.
These include:
Step

Envestnet Solution

1.

Prepare for conversations with clients
about sustainable investing by learning
about the sus-tainable investing
products that are available to them

Envestnet Website; Envestnet Advisor Portal
– Research Center

2.

Discover client sustainability goals
through structured conversations

A 4-Step Process For Discussing Sustainable
investing With Clients

3.

Review strategies that reflect risk
tolerance, financial goals, and
sustainable investing goals

“Current Portfolio Analysis” capability within
Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View
(SIV)

4. Build a portfolio aligned with clients’
sustainable investing preferences and
goals

“Portfolio Builder” capability within
Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View
(SIV); Values Alignment, ESG Integration,
and Impact Themes

5.

Sustainability reporting available through
Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View
(SIV)

Interpret sustainable investing progress
and impact over time through adequate
monitoring and reporting

This is one in a series of guides that, taken together, can equip you to respond to the signal that
many clients are sending: they want to pursue sustainable investing and they expect you to help
them do so.
Envestnet provides resources across five areas—Research, Overlay, Portfolio Solutions,
Reporting, and Practice Management—empowering you to enhance your practice and deliver
meaningful sustainable investing solutions to your clients.
Learn more at Envestnet.com/sustainable or sustainable@Envestnet.com.
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APPENDIX A.
EXAMPLES OF DISCUSSING SUSTAINABLE INVESTING WITH CLIENTS
This appendix outlines hypothetical scenarios of discussing and implementing sustainable
investing with clients, a process supported by SIV. Although hypothetical, the scenarios are
informed by interactions and interviews with actual clients. Images, including sustainability
metrics, are for illustrative purposes only and should not be interpreted as a guarantee of
investment performance our sustainable outcomes.

Hypothetical Case Study – Climate, Inheritance
Christina, 48
•

Retired Early

•

Married, 2 Children

Financial Profile:
•

Investable Assets: $5M

•

Wants to beat the market

•

Doesn’t mind fees (as long as they are justified by
strong returns)

•

Interested in investing along climate change
opportunities

•

Wants to avoid taxes when possible

1. Prepare
9 Know the sustainable investing options that are
available
9 Research products and strategies
9 Understand portfolio management tools and
technology available
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2. Discover
9 Obtain Christina’s Sustainable Investing Preferences
Christina’s Behavioral Profile:
•

Believes in climate change and the need to reduce
negative greenhouse gas impact

•

Drives a Tesla

•

Worked in environmental field

•

Loves nature & climate documentaries

Christina’s Social Profile:
•

Donates to non-profits including The Nature
Conservancy

•

Volunteers in her city’s climate education center

3. Review
9 Review Christina’s current portfolio for Climate impact
alignment
9 Determine sustainable investing approach/es most
suitable for Christina
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4. Build
9 A moderate growth allocation that seeks to deliver
outperformance relative to the market

Christina's Proposed Portfolio

9 Emphasis on climate and environmental tilt
9 Maintain tax efficiency where feasible
9 Utilize Values Overlay to fine-tune alignment with
Christina’s values

Fossil
Fuels
Screen

5. Interpret
9 A growth-oriented portfolio designed to beat the
market
9 Climate theme fully embedded through investment
selection with Overlay on top
9 Detailed & transparent exposure reporting
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Hypothetical Case Study – Diversity, Very High Net Worth
Grace, 45
•

Corporate Lawyer

•

Married, 3 Children

Financial Profile:
•

Investable Assets: $10M

•

Wants a portfolio that outperforms in the long term

•

Wants some of her investment capital to target
solutions to social inequities

•

Tolerates some fees but prefers to avoid them

•

Wants to have a tax-efficient portfolio

1. Prepare
9 Know the sustainable investing options that are
available
9 Research products and strategies
9 Understand portfolio management tools and
technology available
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2. Discover
9 Obtain Grace’s Sustainable Investing Preferences
Grace’s Behavioral Profile:
•

Believes more representation of women and
minorities on corporate boards is essential

•

Supports gender pay parity, improved parental leave,
and diversity initiatives

•

Prefers buying from women- and minority-owned
businesses

Grace’s Social Profile:
•

Donates to social equity groups including the NAACP
and the Southern Poverty Law Center

•

Volunteers as a career counselor for women and
LGBTQ+ college students

3. Review
9 Review Grace’s current portfolio for Diversity impact
alignment
9 Determine sustainable investing approach/es most
suitable for Grace
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4. Build

Grace's Proposed Portfolio

9 Asset allocation and investment selection
designed for long-term outperformance
with minimal fees
9 Meet Grace’s social equity and diversity
passion through rigorous product research
9 Utilize Values and Tax Overlay to fine-tune
alignment with Grace’s values

Social
injustice

5. Interpret
9 A resilient portfolio for the long run
irrespective of short-term volatility
9 Focus on equality and diversity
9 Report on sustainable investing metrics
per Grace’s preferences
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Hypothetical Case Study – ESG, High Net Worth
John, 60
•

Small-Label Music Exec

•

Married, 4 Adult Children

Financial Profile:
•

Investable Assets: $1M

•

Wants a well-diversified portfolio but hates fees

•

Looking to retire soon, wants to reduce risk slightly
but not at cost of returns

•

Is tax- sensitive

1. Prepare
9 Know the sustainable investing options that are
available
9 Research products and strategies
9 Understand portfolio management tools and
technology available
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2. Discover
9 Obtain John’s Sustainable Investing Preferences
John’s Behavioral Profile:
•

Likes how ESG data can be used as a tool to mitigate
risk

•

Wants to avoid the next corporate scandal in his
portfolio (e.g., Equifax, Volkswagen, BP)

•

Refuses to support businesses with employee
mistreatment headlines

John’s Social Profile:
•

Attended Ohio State, active booster

•

Serves on a local company board (has a business
background)

•

Volunteers by teaching music to senior citizens

•

Moderates anti-tobacco and anti-weapon Facebook

groups

3. Review
9 Review John’s current portfolio for ESG integration
9 Determine sustainable investing approach/es most
suitable for John
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4. Build

John's Proposed Portfolio

9 A balanced Equity/Fixed Income asset
allocation to provide diversification with low
risk
9 Incorporate tax-efficient products with high
ESG Scores
9 Utilize Values Overlay to fine-tune
alignment with John’s values

Military
Weapons

Employee
Rights

Tobacco

5. Interpret
9 A diversified low-risk portfolio with an
improved ESG Risk Score
9 Portfolio exposures aligned with John’s
values
9 Report on sustainable investing metrics per
John’s preferences
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APPENDIX B.
EXAMPLES OF SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING INFORMATION IN SIV
After discovering clients’ values, reviewing current portfolio alignment and building a more
aligned portfolio, advisors can interpret the sustainable investing outcomes of the portfolio
using Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View (SIV). Reporting metrics are derived from data
provided by Sustainalytics, a Morningstar company.

ESG Risk Score
ESG Risk Score measures the degree to which the portfolio’s economic value may be at risk
because of holdings’ exposure to, and management of, environmental, social and governance
(ESG) issues. Some examples of ESG issues could include energy use, worker safety, and
diversity efforts. ESG Risk Score is based on a scale of 0 to 100, where a lower score indicates
the portfolios faces lower financial risks from ESG issues and a higher score indicates higher
financial risk.

Carbon Intensity
Carbon Intensity measures the carbon emissions that are attributable to each underlying
holding in the portfolio. Emissions include direct emissions from a company’s internal operations
as well as indirect emissions from the generation of purchased energy. Carbon Intensity is
measured as metric tons of CO2 equivalent per million USD revenue.
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Controversial Activity
Controversial Activity measures
the portfolio’s exposure to
companies involved in severe
incidents that impact the
environment or society and pose
risks to the company involved.

Sustainable Solutions
Sustainable Solutions measures
the portfolio’s exposure to
companies with revenue streams
that are aligned with creating a
more equitable and sustainable
economy.

Product Involvement
Product Involvement measures the
portfolio’s exposure to companies that
are involved in a range of controversial
business products, services and activities,
generally using revenue as a proxy.
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The information, analysis, and opinions expressed herein are for general and educational purposes only. Nothing contained in this brochure is intended to
constitute legal, tax, accounting, securities, or investment advice, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any investment, nor a solicitation of any type.
All investments carry a certain risk, and there is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance over any period of time. An investor may
experience loss of principal. The asset classes and/or investment strategies described may not be suitable for all investors and investors should consult with an
investment advisor to determine the appropriate investment vehicle. Investment decisions should always be made based on the investor’s specific financial needs
and objectives, goals, time horizon, and risk tolerance. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investments in smaller companies carry greater risk than
is customarily associated with larger companies for various reasons such as volatility of earnings and prospects, higher failure rates, and limited markets, product
lines or financial resources. Investing overseas involves special risks, including the volatility of currency exchange rates and, in some cases, limited geographic focus,
political and economic instability, and relatively illiquid markets. Income (bond) funds are subject to interest rate risk which is the risk that debt securities in a fund’s
portfolio will decline in value because of increases in market interest rates. Neither Envestnet, Envestnet | PMC™ nor its representatives render tax, accounting or
legal advice. Any tax statements contained herein are not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or
local tax penalties. Taxpayers should always seek advice based on their own particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
Investments that utilize an environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) strategy carry specific risks that investors should consider before investing in ESG
portfolios. Pursuing an ESG investment strategy may limit the types and number of certain issuers. As a result, a portfolio’s ESG or impact investment strategy
may result in the portfolio investing in securities or sectors that underperform the market as a whole or underperform other investment strategies that are not ESG
integrated or screened for ESG-related criteria.
The PMC Sustainable Portfolios incorporate the impact and/or ESG criteria on a best-efforts basis. PMC utilizes several ESG research and ratings providers for
portfolio management and reporting purposes. All ESG data, including impact scores, are believed to be from reliable sources; however, we make no representation
as to its accuracy or completeness. The scores, ratings, and assessments are subjective by nature, and may or may not be accurate, complete, or reflect the beliefs
of some investors.
Envestnet’s Sustainable Investment View includes metrics that are derived from data provided by Sustainalytics, a Morningstar company. Sustainability metrics are
for informational purposes only and are subject to change. Such metrics should not be interpreted as a guarantee that a portfolio will be protected against losses
or achieve any particular sustainability score, rating, or other related metric. Including investment strategies that focus on a specific impact theme in a portfolio
may reduce the investment universe or result in different exposures from funds or strategies that do not use such criteria. In addition, while certain products may
seek sustainable outcomes, there is no guarantee such results will be achieved.
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